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Watchtower-class Starbase 
Entered Service: 2261 

 
Dimensions 
Diameter: 849 meters 
Height: 921 meters 
Overview: The Watchtower-class space stations were introduced in the mid-23rd century, typically 
taking four years and nine months to construct. They were considered a major base of operations for 
Starfleet and functioned as support for colonization efforts or as military outposts to defend against 
piracy or other hostile raiders. Watchtowers were not usually deployed on the very edges of the 
Federation’s frontiers (since the Deep Space outposts were more appropriate for that), but they were 
deployed near the frontier to facilitate their mission of establishing a strong Starfleet presence in 
relatively close proximity to the Federation’s steadily expanding borders. 
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Capabilities: The Watchtower-class station had a typical 23rd century Federation design. A saucer-
shaped primary hull, with a central command tower, sat atop a secondary hull which housed cargo 
bays and maintenance sections. The command tower housed shuttlebays accessible through four pairs 
of equidistant spacedoors, a medical center, several offices, and the operations center. The upper 
section of the primary hull contained a terrestrial enclosure encircling a residential tower. The 
terrestrial enclosure was landscaped to resemble Earth-based natural environments and had an 
artificial sky that could simulate day or night. The lower section of the primary hull contained four 
main docking bays in its spacedock, each large enough to service a starship as large as a Constitution 
class. Below the spacedock were the support facilities, the crew quarters, the computer core torus, and 
four deuterium fueling tanks. The exterior of the primary hull mounted four maneuvering thrusters, 
128 lifeboat ports, six phaser/photon torpedo emplacements, and four shuttlebay access points. The 
upper secondary hull was mainly made up of cargo and maintenance facilities. The lower secondary 
hull was comprised of the energy reactor and the rotatable mount for the multi-spectrum array. The 
external docking wheel circled the secondary hull at its midpoint and contained a total of 12 docking 
ports. Six of these docking ports permanently extended about 180 meters out from the secondary hull 
while the other six ports extended only 30 meters from the hull but could telescope out to 
accommodate starships unable to dock closer to the station. At the bottom of the station was the energy 
reactor housing and the multi-spectrum communications array. Six additional phaser/photon torpedo 
emplacements were equally spaced around the energy reactor housing. A Watchtower would usually 
have at least one starship permanently assigned to it as additional defense or to conduct away missions 
on the starbase’s behalf. Watchtower-class space stations were designed to have an operational 
lifetime of 120 years and would only need to be resupplied every 8 years. The Watchtower was crewed 
by 750 officers and 2,400 enlisted Starfleet personnel, with an additional 250 Starfleet Security 
personnel to keep the peace aboard the station. The Watchtower’s residential tower was also large 
enough to comfortably house 1,200 civilians. 

Trait: Federation Station 

Systems 
C o m m s  10 E n g in e s  11 S t r u c t u r e  12 

C o m p u t e r s  10 S e n s o r s  11 W e a p o n s  11 

Departments 
C M D  04 S E C  04 S C I 04 

C O N N  02 E N G  04 M E D  04 

 
Power: 11  Scale: 11 
Shields: 16  Resistance: 11 

Weapons 
• Phaser Banks 
• Photon Torpedoes 
• Tractor Beam (Strength 10) 
 

Talents 
Watchtower-class space stations have the 
following Talents: 
• Docking Capacity 
• Repair Crews 
• Sturdy Construction  
 

 
Crew Support: 11 

 
 

 
Mission Profile: Any 

Small Craft: The Watchtower can support up to 10 active Scale 1 shuttlecraft or 5 Scale 2 runabouts (or 
any combination thereof) at any one time. 

Docking Capacity: Up to 16 vessels, each of Scale 7 or less 

Author’s Note: Thank the gods for the Utopia Planitia Sourcebook. I was waiting years for a dedicated 
starship and starbase design book for Star Trek Adventures (and I’m sure I wasn’t the only one). Its 
arrival made this fan design of the Watchtower-class starbase possible. 
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Utopia Planitia Calculations: 

Once a Scale is chosen for your starbase, you can calculate the number of System and Department 
Points.  

The number of System Points available is 38 + 3 per Scale above Scale 2, to a maximum of 78.  

Scale 11-2=9, 3x9=27, 38+27=65 System Points 

The number of Department Points is a minimum of 13 + 3 per Scale above Scale 8, to a maximum of 30. 

Scale 11-8=3, 3x3=9, 13+9=22 Department Points 
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